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Abstract: In the global market of today business, manufacturers are being pushed by an unseen driving force
to go green in order to grab a share of this emerging market. This study attempts to explore the most impactful
factors which contribute to the implementation of green manufacturing by automobile manufacturers. Based
on the underlying Technological, Organisation, Environment (TOE) theory and sustainable models the key
factors that affect the adoption of green manufacturing practices are identified through an intensive review of
literature. Literature review only concentrated on joumal published within the year 2010-2015 regarding key
factors of green manufacturing practices in automobile industry. Insight acquires from the study is particularly
essential for Malaysia automobile industry in developing an effective green manufacturing system into their
business activities. In addition, this study aims to assist government agencies in building up relevant and
effective green manufacturing policies and guideline. Factors identified in this study will be further investigated
in the next research to establish an evaluation tool for measuring green performance level.
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INTRODUCTION

Malaysia is strategically located at the center of
Southeast Asia where recently has become a platform for
countries around the world to expand their businesses in
this region. In today's marketplace, there is an invisible
impetus urging almost every manufacturer to embrace
sustainable and green principles into their business
operations to compete internationally.

In Malaysian automobile industry, the government
has announced national automobile policy 2014 to urge
local automobile manufacturers to produce Energy
Efficient Vehicles (EEVs) with the aim to protect
environment and promote efficiency as well as establish
Malaysia as a regional automobile hub in a sustainable
way. Vivek Vaidya, a vice-president of Frost and Sullivan
for Asia-Pacific said that Malaysia is considered as the
most advanced in development of EEVs among Asia
countries. In Malaysia, 5% out of 666,456 units of vehicles
sold in year 2015 are hybrid and electric cars.

Additionally, as the organization relies on global
market there are forces moving to make it extremely
difficult and expensive to continue "business as usual"
with respect to environmental impacts of manufacturing

around the world. Consequently, it becomes a trend to
join the bandwagon of implementing green manufacturing
in the business to stay competitive in the current market.
Therefore, constant study in the field is required for
manufacturers to adapt to the evolving green issues.

Countless studies have been conducted on green
practices in the western countries to tackle the rising
environmental issues. For instance, Govindan revealed in
their study that there is an enormous difference in the
results acquired from developed countries and developing
countries due to the nature of geography as well as the
economic capacity of the countries. Most of the research
conducted in the context of developing countries only
explored the sub-domains instead of the complete
framework of sustainable manufacturing practices
throughout product life cycle (Nordin et al, 2014;
Pallaro et al., 2015). A recent research published by
Balasubrarnanian et al. (2015) has identified 8 influencing
factors for successful implementation of green
manufacturing, however factors are not systematically
categorized according to existing theory.

In view of the prevalent trend, this research aims to
find out the key factors associated with the
implementation of green manufacturing based on TOE
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